City of Nampa
Special Council Meeting
Livestreaming at https://livestream.com/cityofnampa
March 17, 2022
7:00 AM

Call to Order
Roll Call

(1) New Business
1-1.

Discussion: Idaho Horse Park RV Expansion Project

1-2.

Discussion: Planning & Zoning Items
a. Industrial Design Review
b. Zoning Code for Multi-family Parking
c. Conclusions of Law

1-3.

Discussion: Boise Rescue Mission Nampa Men’s Shelter Update

Adjourn
Next Meeting

Regular Council at 5:30 PM – Monday, March 21, 2021 - City Council Chambers

♦ Individuals, who require language interpretation or special assistance to accommodate physical,

vision, hearing impairments, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at Nampa City Hall, (208) 4685426. Requests should be made at least five (5) days prior to the meeting to allow time to arrange
accommodations

♦ Any invocation that may be offered before the official start of the Council meeting shall be the

voluntary offering of a private citizen, to and for the benefit of the Council. The views or beliefs
expressed by the invocation speaker have not been previously reviewed or approved by the Council
and do not necessarily represent the religious beliefs or views of the Council in part or as a whole.
No member of the community is required to attend or participate in the invocation and such
decision will have no impact on their right to participate actively in the business of the Council.
Copies of the policy governing invocations and setting forth the procedure to have a volunteer
deliver an invocation are available upon written request submitted to the City Clerk
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IDAHO HORSE PARK RV EXPANSION PROJECT
PRESENTATION OVERVIEW
CURTIS HOMER

Introduction: Needs, Goals, Benefits

Board Member, Idaho Horse Park Foundation
Snake River Stampede Board of Directors

PAULA COOK

Economic Impact Study Overview

Board Member, Idaho Horse Park Foundation

GEORGE KING

Horse Show Manager Perspective

Director/Show Manager of
Great Western Reining Horse Association
Board Member, Idaho Horse Park Foundation

SHERRI BOARDMAN

Cost and Revenue Projections, Closing Words

Founding Member and Vice President
Idaho Horse Park Foundation
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February 10, 2022
Mayor Kling & Nampa City Council Members,
The Idaho Horse Park (IHP) is the primary tourist draw to the City of Nampa. Our facility is a nationally known venue that
hosts visitors from throughout the U.S. and Canada. These contestants and families participate in many national,
regional, and state level livestock events which require a 3‐14 day stay. They spend millions of dollars annually and
provide a huge boost to our local economy. Thanks to the amenities that the IHP can safely provide, these participants
have been able to continue to attend scheduled events even during this trying COVID affected economy.
The Idaho Horse Park has grown and expanded to surpass all original expectations and has realized the founders' dream
of preserving and promoting our Western heritage. IHP events have grown to levels that now exceed our existing
amenities and there is an urgent need to provide more spaces for full RV hook‐up parking.
New facilities are being developed throughout the Northwest which directly compete with our venue. The IHP currently
has 44 full‐service RV sites, which are located on land leased from the railroad and subject to revocation at any time. Our
current need is for at least 100 RV sites to maintain our existing events as well as cultivate and attract new ones. Spectra
Venue Management has been quite creative in accommodating event participants by renting generators, providing
water where it is available and scheduling sewer removal trucks, etc., all of which are additional inconveniences and can
incur extra expenses for participants. The need for additional RV spaces is the primary source of requests from our
show participants.
We feel that the key to continuing to attract national events of the present caliber is to provide safe and comfortable
housing (full RV hook‐ups), offer exceptional customer service, and provide the proper stabling, footing and service
support for well cared for and expensive livestock. We presently are pleased to be able to provide all but the ever‐
increasing need for adequate and comfortable RV accommodations.
We wish to protect this valuable city asset by continuing to be highly competitive in offering the amenities to maintain
our current events and continuing to attract and cultivate new ones. The Snake River Stampede, Idaho/National Reining
Horse Assoc., Great Western Reining Horse Assoc., Idaho/National Reined Cow Horse Assoc., Idaho/National Cutting
Horse Assoc. and various other multi‐discipline events bring millions of dollars to our community annually.
We are fortunate to have the land needed to expand our RV capabilities available thanks to the foresight of the City
Council and its ardent support. The estimated cost of two million dollars ($2,000,000.00) for this project will be
recovered within two seasons by monies infused to our community through Direct and Indirect Economic Impact and
within ten years through Operating Budget Impact.
We respectfully ask that you consider our request for this urgently needed improvement to IHP and the Idaho Center,
one of Nampa's most admired and well‐attended attractions.
Respectfully submitted,
The Idaho Horse Park Foundation
Dan McGregor (Pres), Sherri Boardman (VP), Robin Knight, DVM (Sec), Nancy Seal (Treasurer), Jeannine Ickes, Rod
Orrison, Paula Cook, Brenda Mittleider, Curtis Homer, George King, Glynis Calhoun, Arlene Youngblood, Rick Youngblood
16114 Idaho Center Blvd., Ste 2, Nampa, Idaho 83687
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Idaho Horse Park
RV Expansion Project

SWOT ANALYSIS

IDAHO HORSE PARK SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•

Excellent customer service reputation in industry; our park provides amenities and performs in a way
that many do not.
Advantageous geographical position in the PNW, West Coast and Canada for equine events
Multiple facilities at complex with the reputation of providing different footing for multiple discipline
needs
Substantial Economic Impact through tourism dollars generated annually through nationally acclaimed
events

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•

Facility is aging and other new facilities are coming online in the region
Stalls and RV’s are at max capacity for many events and those events do not appear to be slowing their
growth, creating the potential the horse park could be outgrown
As the arena and amphitheater get busier, multiple events squeeze each other and can reduce
customer experience. Creating more stalling, RV and event space will help alleviate this.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

Create more RV and stalling spaces to better compete with neighboring horse parks and eliminate
them from competition
o With the addition of RV/stall capacity, the park can bid on more national events with higher
economic impact
Utilize available State Tourism funding to aggressively bid on national events
o Event contributions in the $25k-$50k range are common from competing facilities

THREATS
•
•
•

Sitting idly will put the park into ‘catch up’ mode. Venues do not recover easily from being
competitively disadvantaged.
Competitive venues with more capacity for horses and RV’s further imperil our position
If Union Pacific Railroad were to cancel our lease agreement, whereupon our RV space is in their
easement, the park would lose 80% of our current RV spaces, which would be catastrophic.
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Idaho Horse Park
RV Expansion Project

ECONOMIC IMPACT
OVERVIEW

IDAHO HORSE PARK RV EXPANSION PROJECT
ECONOMIC IMPACT OVERVIEW
Overview of Economic Impact Analysis and Preparation





This analysis was prepared using a universally recognized algorithm developed by The American
Quarter Association and the City of Fort Worth, Texas
This formula determines participant numbers using a ratio of humans to equine participants at an
event. Participant numbers are then multiplied by a per diem to determine direct and indirect
economic impact
o This formula has been modified over the years as real data is analyzed to ensure it is an
accurate representation of dollars generated in a community, resulting in a very conservative
approach to calculations.
The Idaho Horse Park attendance data is available only in stall count form; our system does not
maintain a count of actual equine participants
o Applying raw stall count data to the algorithm would be an exaggeration of the IHP equine
participant count, as not all stalls are occupied by a horse during an event. For example, stalls
are used as dressing rooms, tack rooms and feed rooms in addition to horse facilities.
o To more accurately reflect equine, and thus participant, count at our park, we applied an
equation to the IHP stall count data which assumed that for every five stalls rented during an
event, one of those stalls was used for purposes other than housing equine participants. Thus,
the total stall count was multiplied by 80% before applying the Economic Impact algorithm we
used for our study.
o This 80% stall count occupation data provides an extremely conservative approach to
calculating equine participants, as in most cases as many as 8 to 10 horses will share a
tack/feed and/or dressing room at any given event.
o Once the estimated participant count was determined, we applied the algorithm, which
calculates Economic Impact as follows:




Number of Horses x 3 People Per Horse = Total People
Total People x Actual Show Days + 1 move‐in/‐out day = Total People Days
Total People Days x $150 Per Diem = Dollars Directly Generated into the City

The results of our study proved without a doubt that the City of Nampa has enjoyed a sizable, stable and
reliable economic boost directly related to equine‐specific events held at the IHP for each of the past six years
analyzed.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT DATA OVERVIEW
ATTENDANCE DATA
Total Event Days by Year
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Attendance at IHP events grew steadily for the years 2015 to 2019. Attendance in 2020 declined
slightly due to COVID, but 2021 saw the largest growth percentage in the history of the park.
o Stall counts for 2019 totaled 5609; 2020 totaled 4354; and 2021 showed a sharp increase to
6847 stalls rented for the year.

ECONOMIC IMPACT BY YEAR
Idaho Horse Park
Economic Impact by Year
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Community Impact

The estimated Direct Economic Benefit to our surrounding area for 2019 was $15,126,480. For 2020
the Direct Economic Benefit was $11,178,360.
In 2021 that number grew to a record $22,698,450 in Direct Community Impact.
The estimated Community Impact of the dollars generated for 2019 was $30,252,960 (2X the Direct
Impact, considering conservatively that each dollar generated turns over in the community a minimum
of one additional time) and for 2020 our horse park delivered $22,356,720 of community economic
support.
2021 Community Impact grew to $45,396,900.
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TOTAL DOLLARS CONTRIBUTED TO OUR COMMUNITY
Idaho Horse Park
Economic Impact
2015 ‐ 2021
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Average Impact Per Year

Total dollars directly contributed to our local economy from horse park events for the years 2015 to
2021 were $103,445,010.
o If you extrapolate that those dollars are spent even one more time in our community that
number grows to $206,890,020.
The estimated yearly average Direct Economic Impact from horse‐related events for years 2015‐2021
comes in at $14,777,859.
o The Community Impact per year average for 2015‐2021 was $29,555,717.

*The complete study showing graphs and underlying data is included at end of this packet
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RV Expansion Project

SITE PLANS
AND DIAGRAMS

Proposed New RV Sites
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Idaho Horse Park
RV Expansion Project

COST AND
SCOPE OF WORK
PROJECTED REVENUES

RV EXPANSION PROJECT
COMPLETED WORK, NEXT STEPS
AND PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
The following steps have been identified with the help of JGT Architects as required to determine timelines,
identify contractors needed and complete full construction drawings for the RV expansion project:
CURRENTLY COMPLETED (as of February 2022)
 Engineering Rendering of RV Placement (completed and attached)
 Soil Testing (completed and attached)
 Water Table Testing (completed and attached)
 Utility Mapping (completed and attached)
NEXT STEPS TO MOVE FORWARD
APPROXIMATE COST
 Update site survey to show new area
$ 2,500
 Engage civil engineer to conduct storm drainage and utility design
$12,000
 Engage electrical engineer plan for electrical power and lighting design
$ 5,000
 Architectural work to coordinate disciplines and put the bid package together
$ 6,000
 JGT (and required consultants) involvement through construction phase*
$ 7,000
(*if needed to conduct site observations, approve payment certificates, etc;
budgetary estimate dependent on amount of time required)
 Determine jurisdictional/easement issues and/or requirements for vehicle access
TBD
from Treasure Valley Way

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST TO COMPLETE NEXT STEPS
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST FOR PROJECT COMPLETION




Cost per RV spot is estimated at $10,000‐$15,000.
Total estimated project cost for a functional park is $1.5M.
Estimate for a functional park + beautification & further site amenities including
fencing, landscaping, and décor is $2M
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$32,500
$1.5M TO $2.0M

RV EXPANSION PROJECT
PROJECTED REVENUES
DIRECT REVENUE FROM ADDED RV SPOTS





Projected additional $50k ‐ $100k in RV spot rental fees per year
Reduced overhead cost by $30k annually as the venue is not creating temporary RV areas
$10 daily per head increase in Food and Beverage revenue
Stall revenue attached to more RVs on site is estimated at $15 ‐ $30k

Total positive budgetary impact is $95k ‐ $150k annually
ANCILLARY REVENUE BENEFITS




Tax benefits for the city and state as more people stay locally
Hotels have opportunities to continue growth
Restaurants & other private industry benefit from larger customer base

ESTIMATED ECONOMIC IMPACT FROM INCREASED RV CAPACITY






Assuming revenue of $75k from added stalls (using the middle of the estimate provided)
o At a rate of $40 per RV per day
o Equates to approximately additional 1875 rental days per season
Assuming 2 people per RV (conservative estimate)
Adds 3750 people to our attendance count annually
Applying the $150 daily per person per diem as put forth by our Economic Analysis equates to

Direct Economic Impact of $562,500 per year
Indirect (Community) Economic Impact of $1.125M per year
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RV Expansion Project

ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURAL
DATA
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Idaho Horse Park
RV Expansion Project

LETTERS OF
SUPPORT

3-1 -22

To the Honorable Mayor Kling and Nampa City Council Members:

David Stroud and Terri Conover-Stroud
We are long time users, supporters and fans of the Idaho Horse Park. We are writing to express our
personal support for the addition of much needed RV space at the Park. As time has passed it has
become apparent that the ability to get RV space at the horse park has been increasingly difficult. As
people who attend horseshows all over the western US we are keenly aware of the negative impact that
lack of RV sites can have on these shows. This issue of limited RV spaces manifests itself clearly at the
large, long duration shows when the lack of services (water, sewer and electricity) can be a deciding
factor as to whether or not to attend a show.
Facilities need to keep up with the changing size and type of RV’s that are used by horseshow attendees.
The Idaho Horse Park currently suffers from a definite inadequacy of RV spaces. We wholeheartedly
support the addition of RV spaces at the park. We are aware that when large groups attend horseshows
that we don’t just utilize facility services. We shop at local retailers both large and small. We eat in local
restaurants and use local service providers all of which translates into additional tax revenue for the
community. By way of example we purchased three pickup trucks from Peterson Dodge last year.
This venue has become a real favorite for us and all the people who ride with our barn. We love the
environment and most of all the people who work so hard to make Idaho Horse Park such a successful
place.
As further evidence of our support we are willing to make a $1 0,000 donation, contingent upon your
approval and guaranteed completion. Thank you very much!

David Stroud

Terri Conover-Stroud

Ellensburg Washington
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2021/2022
Executive
Committee
Board Chair

Wednesday, February 16, 2022
To: City Council of Nampa Idaho,

Travis Leach
Saint Alphonsus

Incoming Chair
Jean Mutchie
St. Luke’s

Past Chair

Mike Peña
Colliers International

Treasurer

Enrique Rivera
Bank of Idaho

Board of Directors
Amanda Schmitt
Callisons
Andrew Luther
Ford Idaho Center
Brian Gunnell
Candi Puga
Vallivue School District
Erica Hernandez
Hampton Inn & Suites
Irma Valdivia
Jalapeños
Patrick Tanner
College of Western
Idaho
Richard Murdock
Autovol
Wendy Rhodes
TitleOne Corp.

The Nampa Chamber of Commerce recognizes the Idaho Horse Park as the
leading tourism attraction for our city. As a community we are so fortunate to have
this amazing asset. We are in support of the continued efforts to cultivate and
maintain current national, state and local events that are held there each season.
The tourism revenue to our community is substantial and Nampa is so fortunate to
have a facility that brings the level of tourism and tourism related income to our
city.
It has become apparent that there is an urgent need to develop more full hookup
RV sites for the participants to comfortably stay at the Idaho Horse Park during
their events. As the Idaho Horse Park management strives to maintain current
events that have grown to a national scale, they also need to cultivate new events
to keep the valuable tourism dollars entering into our local economy. We need to
remain competitive and protect this revenue source that amounts to millions to our
community annually. The addition of extra RV sites will not impact the surrounding
hotels as the more contestants that participate the increase to hotel rooms rented
during these events also increases as support individuals usually stay in hotels.
We urge the city to protect this valuable tourism asset by supporting and investing
in this proposed RV project. This is a wise investment that will provided added
value to our Community. Thank you for what you have already done, and continue
to do to make Nampa a great place to live and work. You are appreciated!

Sincerely,

Ex-Officio
Debbie Kling
Nampa Mayor
Terry White
Matt Johnson
Legal Counsel
White Peterson

Mitch Minnette

President/CEO
Nampa Chamber of Commerce

President & CEO
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Great Western Reining Horse Association
621 East 65th South
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

February 9, 2022

Mayor Kling and Nampa City Council
411 3rd Street South
Nampa, Idaho 83651
Dear Mayor and Councilmen/women,
The Great Western Reining Horse Association hosts two reining competitions at the Idaho Horse Park
each year. Last year’s Low Roller Reining Classic, held the first week of October, celebrated its 10th
Anniversary. The Best Little Derby in the West, in the spring, was originally established in 2015.
Ten years of amazing success and growth has come about because of the great partnership we have
enjoyed with the Idaho Horse Park and the hospitality from the greater Nampa commerce. Hosting
these horse shows is truly a partnership of my staff with the motels, restaurants, stores, shopping malls,
and of course the amazing staff and management at the Horse Park. We do our best to put on a wellorganized fun filled show – but the smiles people leave with is greatly due to the warmth and kindness
extended from the Nampa community they interface with all week long.
We started this venture in 2012 with the very first Low Roller Reining Classic offering $22,500 in added
money. That year we had 25 RVs and sold 197 stalls. In 10 short years we have come a long way –
raising the added money to $122,500, resulting in 122 RVs and 614 stalls. We had folks travel from 14
states and when the boarders are fully open, they come from 3 Canadian Providences. For the past 4
years the Low Roller Reining Classic and the Best Little Derby in the West have ranked in the top 25
world standings for reining shows; the Low Roller Reining Classic being 14th. Those rankings were based
on total money paid out – what’s much more impressive is that when ranked by the total number of
entries, the Low Roller Reining Classic has been the 6th largest reining show IN THE WORLD, the Best
Little Derby in the West in the Top Ten. The National Reining Horse Association (NRHA), located in
Oklahoma City, OK, recognizes what we (in Nampa, ID) are bringing to their organization. This will be
the 8th year we have hosted their Northwest Regional Affiliate Championships during the Low Roller
Reining Classic. Although we have taken great pride in being one of the highest attended Affiliate
Regional Championships worldwide for the NRHA, there will be several other viable facilities bidding for
the new contract starting in 2023. The one attribute these other facilities have over us is the ability to
house the RVs.
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The Horse Park has 44 permanent RV spots and has rented generators to provide power and water to 50
temporary locations. That’s 94 sites; our shows have had as many as 150 RVs show up. Many have had
to resort to “dry camping” without amenities or cancel and not come. When they don’t come it’s not
just RV revenue that is lost, it’s also stalls, shavings, and of course show entries.
In 2023 we are adding a third show with over $100,000 in added money. We believe the third show will
produce several World Champions and will draw people from all over the United States and Canada.
Based on financial impact algorithms developed by the American Quarter Horse Association and the City
of Fort Worth, Texas, our two horse shows in 2021 combined for a total economic impact of $7.3M to
the local community. With the addition of our third show, we expect total economic impact in 2023 to
be over $10M just from our shows alone. Unlike a one-day concert, people will be staying in Nampa
totaling almost a month.
We are always looking for ways to improve and expand our shows, but we are at an impasse – we can’t
take care of the contestants and horse owners we have right now. At last year’s Low Roller Reining
Classic we held a fund raiser for the “Horse Park RV Project” and raised $5,000. We were excited to see
the support, mostly at $50-$100 per donation, but also realize it’s a drop in the bucket. What we need is
for the Nampa City Officials to commit the funds necessary to get this project completed soon.
Sincerely,

George King, Director/Show Manager
Great Western Reining Horse Association
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2/28/22

Dear Mayor Kling and Nampa City Council,
Please allow me to introduce myself, I am John Palleria, the President of the Idaho Reined Cow
Horse Association. The IRCHA is one of the top national NRCHA affiliates, awarding over
$400,000 in exhibitor pay-outs annually. The IRCHA holds two nationally ranked shows each
year at the Idaho Horse Park. We have participants that attend from as far as Texas and even
internationally from Canada. Our shows utilize full capacity of the stalls available, and we
always far exceed the existing number of full RV hookups. The amount of RV hook-ups available
is always a major complaint from our members.
During our spring show, participants stay approximately five (5) days, and during our fall show
an average of ten (10) days. These participants shop, eat and spend hundreds of thousands of
dollars in our community, creating a sizable and robust economic impact.
We wish to continue to increase the size and scope of our shows, to include attracting major
NRCHA shows to the Treasure Valley. Having additional full RV hookup facilities would greatly
enhance our current shows and enable us to be more competitive in encouraging more national
events at the Idaho Horse Park.
Please consider the importance of this RV project in protecting our current NRCHA events with
the potential to expand our horse show footprint. We wish to keep the Idaho Horse Park as one
of the top horse show facilities in the west, which the additional RV hookups will help to
enhance this position. Thank you in advance of your consideration of this project.

Sincerely,
John Palleria
IRCHA President, 2022
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3/1/2022

Madam Mayor and Nampa City Council,
I am writing this letter in support for the much needed additional RV sites at the Idaho Horse Park. I
have been a competitor almost since the beginning of Reining shows at your facility. My late husband
and I have been supporters throughout the years even traveling from Wyoming to attend the
fundraising horses and music event held by the foundation several times and have donated monies in
support.
The lack of full RV hookups is a great problem at your facility. The crew try their hardest to provide
services when the prime sites are booked but it is not the best and we still have to deal with an
additional sewer expense. My personal experience was to have a power surge caused by one of the
rented generators that fried my microwave. I had to replace it and incur the added expense of having all
of the electrical checked out in my trailer.
The fact is it is a tremendous expense to show horses and when you invest in a sport you also require a
sufficient place to house your expensive animals, good footing to show in and a comfortable and secure
place to stay for the 10+ days you are making it your home.
There are many facilities that are in direct competition with yours. We always return because we love
the people that work there and their hospitality. Lately the need for full RV hookups is causing us pause
when deciding where to go to show.
Thank you for considering this important improvement.
Sincerely,
Janice Free
Garden Creek Ranch
14626 Hwy 191
P.O. Box 266
Bondurant WY 82922
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RV Expansion Project

ECONOMIC IMPACT
SURVEY
2015-2021

ECONOMIC IMPACT SURVEY
FORD IDAHO HORSE PARK
2015 - 2021

Prepared by Paula Cook
IDAHO HORSE PARK FOUNDATION
November 2021
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OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS
The Idaho Center Horse Park has been in operation for 20 years. During that time the facility
has grown tremendously in both size and influence. Our park enjoys a unique appeal to
participants who attend events there as either spectator or participant; we are lauded as one
of the friendliest equine event centers in the Northwest, with a staff dedicated to customer
service and ease of use for show managers and attendees alike.
Our facilities have continually been expanded and improved upon, allowing larger and longer
events to take place, and when we analyze the financial impact of these expanded shows it is
clear our community influence reaches far beyond the boundaries of the acreage devoted to
our site.
While no one argues the intrinsic cultural and entertainment value of having a venue able to
accommodate some of the largest and most prestigious equine events held in the nation, not
to mention the world-renowned Snake River Stampede Rodeo, the underlying contribution of
our equine event center has not always been fully appreciated by community leaders and
stakeholders.
The Idaho Horse Park Foundation is dedicated to protecting, maintaining, and expanding the
wonderful venue that is our horse park, and as such it is inherently also our mission to make
certain that the full value of its contribution is recognized.
The results of our economic analysis show that the City of Nampa has enjoyed a sizable, stable,
and reliable economic boost directly related to equine-specific events held at the horse park
for each of the past six years analyzed.
It is of particular interest when evaluating these numbers to note that despite the economic
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic the horse park continued to enjoy robust attendance at
events and subsequently maintained a high level of economic infusion to our city and
surrounding communities.
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ATTENDANCE DATA
The growth of attendance at horse park events increased steadily for all years up through 2019. In 2020
attendance numbers were less, however given the sharp decline in the number of events held due to the
COVID pandemic the stall numbers remained robust. 2021 saw record attendance numbers for the horse park,
as evidenced by the huge growth in stall count, which is the metric we apply to the algorithm for all our
calculations.
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When considering these numbers, it is worth mentioning another data point. Participants who attend events
at our horse park are generally not here for just a day, or even two. They are visiting our area for several days,
spending money on lodging, restaurants, vehicles and more.
The average number of days that a competitor or spectator is at our park during a horse show varies by the
length of the event. Our shows range in length from two days for our smaller events all the way up to 12
competition days for our longest events.
The average length of an event has remained steady over the past seven years at 5 days per event.

Total Event Days by Year
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
Applying these stall count and participant numbers to our algorithm presents a compelling story in terms of
economic impact to Nampa and our surrounding communities.

Idaho Horse Park
Economic Impact by Year
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$15,459,480

$15,126,480

$11,178,360

$22,698,450

$30,918,960

$30,252,960

$22,356,720

$45,396,900

The estimated Direct Economic Benefit to our surrounding area for 2019 was $15,126,480. For 2020
the Direct Economic Benefit was $11,178,360.
In 2021 that number grew to a record $22,698,450 in Direct Impact.
The estimated Community Impact of the dollars generated for 2019 was $30,252,960 (2X the Direct
Impact, considering conservatively that each dollar generated turns over in the community a minimum
of one additional time) and for 2020 our horse park delivered $22,356,720 of community economic
support.
2021 Community Impact grew to $45,396,900.
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Idaho Horse Park
2015 to 2021
Economic Impact
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Total Economic Impact

$29,555,717

Average Impact Per Year

Total dollars directly contributed to our local economy from horse park events for the years 2015 to
2021 were $103,445,010.
o If you extrapolate that those dollars are spent even one more time in our community that
number grows to $206,890,020.
The estimated yearly average Direct Economic Impact from horse-related events for years 2015-2021
comes in at $14,777,859.
o The Community Impact per year average for 2015-2021 was $29,555,717.

Average Economic Impact by Event

The per event average dollar amount generated increased to an all-time high during 2021, to $945,769 per
event.

Average Economic Impact by Event
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MAINTAINING AND INCREASING HORSE PARK GROWTH
One of the key metrics evaluated by horse show managers in determining placement of horse events is the
ability to host the growing number of participants and spectators who travel in RV’s and living-quartersequipped horse trailers.
As our participant numbers have increased, so has the strain on our RV capacity. We currently have the
capability of hosting 40 RV’s in permanent hookup spaces at the horse park, with another approximately 40
spots available as dry camping with temporary power hookups. As our demand for spaces has outstripped our
capacity in increasing numbers, many of our participants are forced to camp without power or water to their
trailers, which can be a big detriment to their travel experience.
Below is a chart showing RV usage by year over the past six years.

RV Spaces by Event/Year
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We are currently able to offer 40 Full-Service RV Hookups
In 2019 about half of RV users were parked outside of permanent RV spaces. For our 2020 season all but
three shows were over-capacity for our full-service RV capability. 2021 once again showed approximately half
of RV attendees parked outside of permanent RV capacity.
Increasing the number of permanent RV stalls in our park will positively impact our ability to attract larger and
longer events, further adding to the positive economic impact on our community.
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Overview and Methodology of Economic Impact Analysis
Ford Idaho Horse Park
Purpose of Analysis
This study was conducted to provide a general overview of the estimated economic impact to the City of
Nampa and surrounding areas by equine-related events held at the Ford Idaho Center Horse Park for the
calendar-years 2015 to 2021.
How Was This Analysis Created?
This analysis was created using an algorithm developed by the American Quarter Horse Association in
conjunction with the city of Fort Worth, Texas. The formula uses the number of equine participants at an
event to calculate economic impact by using a formula which converts the numbers of horses to the number
of people in attendance, then multiplying the number of people by a standard per diem to create an
estimated economic impact.
The actual formula used is as follows:
(Actual number of horses X 3 people per horse) = TOTAL PEOPLE X (Actual show days +1 move-in/-out day) =
TOTAL DAYS X $150 PER DIEM = DOLLARS DIRECTLY INTO THE CITY.
This formula is deemed to be current and reliable as it has been updated over the years since it was originally
created to reflect changes in economic theory and changes in real data regarding horse show participation as
collected by the AQHA. As an example, original multipliers used to estimate economic impact of a dollar to
the community utilized a factor of 7; in other words, it was assumed that each dollar generated was then
turned over seven times in the community. That number was later reduced to a factor of 4. More current
economic theory states that it is impossible to track individual dollars through a community to that degree,
and the factor was reduced to 2.
Where Did We Get the Data to Create This Analysis?
The raw data for this analysis was supplied by the Idaho Horse Park management team and shows current stall
count totals for the years 2015-2021.
One of the dynamics of using the data readily available to us at the Idaho Horse Park is that the numbers
available are listed in stall-count form rather than horse-count form. As some stalls are utilized for tack room
and/or dressing room facilities, those non-horse-occupied stalls should not be considered when calculating
economic impact using absolute horse-count factors.
To mitigate the risk of over-stating economic impact numbers when using raw numbers comprised of stall
counts, we factored into the equation a 4:1 horse/stall count ratio. In other words, we multiplied the stall
count number by 80% before applying the economic formula, which is in effect assuming that for every four
horses in attendance at an event there is one additional stall utilized for tack and/or dressing and is not
inhabited by a horse. Using the 80% horse occupation equation we are removing from the total count one out
of every five stalls listed on the reports provided by the horse park management. This is by any standard a very
conservative formula, as in most cases there are six to ten or more horses sharing a tack room/dressing room
space at almost any horse show event.
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Chapter 34
DESIGN REVIEW
SECTION:
10-34-1: PURPOSE - APPROVAL REQUIRED
10-34-2: APPLICABILITY
10-34-3: APPLICATION REFERRAL
10-34-4: INCLUSIVE APPROVAL
10-34-5: COMMITTEE REVIEW PROCEDURE
10-34-6: ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW PROCEDURE
10-34-7: APPLICATION CONTENT REQUIREMENTS
10-34-8: APPEALS OF APPLICATION DECISIONS
10-34-9: PERMIT DURATION
10-34-10: DESIGN STANDARDS/REQUIREMENTS

10-34-1: PURPOSE - APPROVAL REQUIRED
"Design review" is a process whereby proposed architectural style for future construction is reviewed
for its compliance with Nampa's design standards. Design review also helps ensure preservation and
enhancement of special design or aesthetics of an area within which a project is proposed. All qualifying
project types shall require design review approval either by administrative approval of City designated
staff or by the Building and Site Design Review Committee.

10-34-2: APPLICABILITY
10-34-2.A: Design review is required in HC, GB1, GB2, BN, BC, DB, DV, DH, RD, RP, RMH,
and RML Zones, for both structures and sites, for the following project types (hereinafter
"qualifying projects"):
10-34-2.A.1: New commercial structures;
10-34-2.A.2: New multiple-family (3+ units) residential developments (three and four
dwellings only require administrative review);
10-34-2.A.3: Non-single-family buildings that are expanded, which expansion is greater
than twenty five percent (25%) of the square footage of the existing structure. Design
standards shall only be applicable to the area of new construction or expansion;
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10-34-2.A.4: Repainting or replacing exterior materials on more than fifty percent (50%)
of a building's façade, which façade fronts a public right-of-way.
10-34-2.B: Design Review shall apply to primary facades (defined hereafter and any other
façade that faces public right-of-way, parking or a drive aisle.
10-34-2.B.1: The term “facing” or “faces” is defined as oriented toward a roadway,
parking, or drive aisle, that is within 500’ of any portion of that façade, though not
necessarily fronting or abutting said roadway, parking or drive aisle.

10-34-3: APPLICATION REFERRAL
10-34-3.A: Upon receipt of an application for design review, the Director, or his designee, shall
examine the application and assign the review of the application to staff or to the Committee,
however, the following applications shall always be assigned to the Committee:
10-34-3.A.1: Newly proposed commercial structure intended to exceed five thousand
(5,000) square feet in area; and,
10-34-3.A.2: Multiple-family residential development (i.e., 5 or more dwelling units).
Projects proposed in the Downtown Historic (DH) Zone, must obtain review and a
recommendation from the City's Arts and Historic Preservation Commission before
presenting the application to the Committee.

10-34-4: INCLUSIVE APPROVAL
Hereinafter, any approval of a project subject to design review by City staff or the committee, or on
appeal to the Planning and Zoning Commission or City Council, shall be deemed to constitute the City's
approval and may be referred to by that terminology.

10-34-5: COMMITTEE REVIEW PROCEDURE
10-34-5.A: Scheduling Design Committee Review: Upon receipt of an application for design
review, or upon the determination of the Director, that an application should be referred directly
to the Committee, the Director shall schedule the application to be considered at the next
available committee meeting. The Director may extend the review time for applications that are
unusually large or complicated.
10-34-5.B: Staff Report: At least one week prior to the review before the Committee, staff shall
prepare and submit a staff report to the Committee and the applicant. The staff report shall
summarize the application and set forth which elements of the building meet design criteria and
which elements do not.
10-34-5.C: Conducting Review: The Chair of the Committee shall ask staff to summarize the
application and staff's findings. After the presentation by staff, the Chair shall ask the applicant
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to represent the application, respond to the staff report, and answer questions from the
Committee. Following the presentation and report, the Committee shall deliberate about the
application. The Committee may ask the applicant to address specific issues, including the
applicant's response to any design issues raised by the Committee. At the conclusion of its
deliberations, the Committee shall render its decision. The Committee shall be empowered to
interpret design standards and to make exceptions to standards, provided such exceptions shall
not allow variance to other, non-design standards-based zoning code regulations, and shall not
fail to maintain overall compliance with the design objectives and goals of the City.

10-34-6: ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW PROCEDURE
If the Director assigns an application to staff for review, a decision on the application shall be rendered
within fifteen (15) days from the date of application. Staff shall be empowered to interpret design
standards and to make exceptions to design standards provided such exceptions shall not allow
variance to other, non-design standards-based zoning code regulations, and shall not fail to maintain
overall compliance with the design objectives and goals of the City. The decision shall be in writing and
shall set forth any design elements of the building which do not comply with design criteria.

10-34-7: APPLICATION CONTENT REQUIREMENTS
10-34-7.A: The form prepared by the City's Planning Department for design review applications
shall request, at minimum, the following information:
10-34-7.A.1: A detailed letter of explanation which describes aesthetics and design
elements, including a statement of the scope of work of the project, and information about
the structures, building uses, and site work;
10-34-7.A.2: A set of two-dimensional depictions of each elevation; and,
10-34-7.A.3: A detailed site plan drawn to architectural scale. The site plan must include
the following details, features and callouts, when applicable:
10-34-7.A.3.a: A north arrow, scale of drawing, property line locations;
10-34-7.A.3.b: Existing and proposed structures, site amenities, and signage
location;
10-34-7.A.3.c: Adjoining streets, alleys and private drives;
10-34-7.A.3.d: Parking layout depiction including spaces, drives, circulation
patterns, and pedestrian connectivity and walkway;
10-34-7.A.3.e: Existing and proposed rights-of-way, easements, canals, ditches,
etc., that will adjoin, abut or traverse the property;
10-34-7.A.3.f: Locations and sizes of any loading areas, docks, and ramps;
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10-34-7.A.3.g: Trash storage areas and exterior mechanical equipment with
proposed screening methods;
10-34-7.A.3.h: Exterior building and property light fixtures;
10-34-7.A.3.i: Details on special features such as berming, retaining walls, etc.;
10-34-7.A.3.j: A complete set of floor plans and building elevations drawn to scale,
including a colored rendering or photograph thereof;
10-34-7.A.3.k: A listing of all proposed building materials;
10-34-7.A.3.l: Identification of the method of screening and treatment of
mechanical equipment (both roof-mounted and "at grade");
10-34-7.A.3.m: Depiction of future building and sign locations and free- standing
sign materials, placement, and height;
10-34-7.A.3.n: If specifically requested by staff, a materials sample board.

10-34-8: APPEALS OF APPLICATION DECISIONS
10-34-8.A: All appeals shall be filed within fifteen (15) calendar days of the date of the decision.
10-34-8.A.1: Administrative Decision Appeals: An appeal of a decision by staff may
be made to the Committee by filing a written notice of appeal with the Director. Said
appeal shall be treated as a new application when placed before the Committee.
10-34-8.A.2: Committee Design Review Decision Appeals: An appeal of a Committee
decision may be made to the Planning and Zoning Commission by filing a written notice
of appeal with the Director. All appeals of Committee decisions shall be treated as an
original application to the Planning and Zoning Commission. The Planning and Zoning
Commission is empowered to approve or deny the application, including modifying any
imposed conditions.
10-34-8.A.3: Planning and Zoning Commission Design Review Decision Appeals:
An appeal of a Planning and Zoning Commission design review decision may be directed
to the City Council for review and action by filing a written notice of appeal with the
Director. All appeals of Commission decisions shall be treated the same as an original
submission to the City Council. The City Council is empowered to approve or deny the
appeal, including modifying any imposed conditions.
10-34-8.A.4: Design Review Permit's Approval Appeal Grounds: The following are all
sufficient justifications for the committee, the Planning and Zoning Commission, or the
City Council to overturn or modify a prior design review decision for a given application:
10-34-8.A.4.a: Inconsistency with the purpose and objectives of this chapter;
10-34-8.A.4.b: Unreasonable economic hardship;
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10-34-8.A.4.c: Undue interference with the design integrity of the proposal;
10-34-8.A.4.d: Discriminatory prevention of an allowed land use;
10-34-8.A.4.e: Consideration by the staff or committee of improper or irrelevant
information such as the race, ethnic origin, incomes, or other attributes of the
proposed occupants or owners; and,
10-34-8.A.4.f: Prohibition or unwarranted restriction of building type, material, or
method.

10-34-9: PERMIT DURATION
Design review permits shall be valid for a period not to exceed two (2) years. Request for an extension,
which extension shall not exceed six (6) months per extension, may be filed with the department. A fee
may be imposed by the City to process extension requests. Substantial alterations to the approved
design associated with a development shall require a new application.

10-34-10: DESIGN STANDARDS/REQUIREMENTS
10-34-10.A: The following standards apply to qualifying projects in all zones except the
downtown zones, which standards are in chapter 15 of this title.
10-34-10.A.1: Structure Exteriors: Wall facades of new buildings or new additions shall
be reviewed as specified hereafter:
10-34-10.A.1.a: Façade Change Elements: New buildings or new additions
subject to design review shall include and incorporate "façade change elements"
that, in total, are visible over at least fifty percent (50%) of the exterior wall area of
any primary façade and thirty percent (30%) of any other façade. Such
architectural façade change elements may comprise of, but are not limited to, one
or more of the following treatments: cornices, bases, fenestration, corbelled
masonry, architectural accent walls, exaggerated parapets, horizontal banding,
portico or awning faces, wainscoting, balconies, simulated balconies, arches,
louvers, pilasters, faux glazing, and color banding.
10-34-10.A.1.b: Primary Façade Definition: Any façade that includes the
primary entrance to the building, and any façade that faces and has any portion of
the façade within 300’ of an arterial or collector roadway. However, no more than
two facades will be reviewed as “primary.” When a façade faces more than one
roadway, the primary entrance facade and a facade facing the roadway with the
most traffic volume, will be considered the two primary facades.
10-34-10.A.1.c: Exterior Structure Finish Materials:
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10-34-10.A.1.c.i: The primary wall facade shall incorporate at least two (2)
textures or materials; external wall materials shall be comprised of masonry
(e.g., brick, stone, concrete with paint or texture coat finish, concrete
masonry units, etc.) or exterior stucco, with accents of metal or wood
paneling, cementitious fiber board, or alternate products if approved by the
City.
10-34-10.A.1.c.ii: The primary wall materials shall be non-reflective. Accent
materials may be reflective upon City approval.
10-34-10.A.1.c.iii: Primary facades, except for multi-family structures, shall
contain a minimum of twenty five percent (25%) glazing. In the GBE District,
if the primary facade faces the Ford Idaho Center, twenty five percent (25%)
glazing shall also be required for the facade facing Idaho Center Boulevard.
10-34-10.A.1.d: Exterior Structure Finish Colors:
10-34-10.A.1.d.i: Black, fluorescent, or bright colors shall only cover twenty
five percent (25%) of any wall unless approved otherwise by the City.
10-34-10.A.1.d.ii: The repainting of facades of existing structures shall be
submitted for review and approval of color choice by the city of Nampa's
design standards staff.
10-34-10.A.1.e: Visual Displacements:
10-34-10.A.1.e.i: Structure walls, or portions thereof, that exceed one
hundred feet (100') in length shall have changes in roof height to break up
the flat plane of such walls.
10-34-10.A.1.e.ii: Public entrances shall be clearly identifiable and distinct
from the remainder of the building, either through architectural form or use
of color, material, and texture of the facade.
10-34-10.A.1.e.iii: Overhead doors for service or repair activities, or for
loading and unloading, shall be located at the side of a building which lies
away from any residential use or zone, unless some form of screening such
as landscaping, a wall, landscape berm, or other barrier is used to separate
the two.
10-34-10.A.1.e.iv: Loading docks shall not face the front of the property,
nor the front of any adjacent principal building.
10-34-10.A.1.f: Roofing Materials: Roofing materials shall be of a finish that
emits a minimal amount of glare. When oriented/sloped toward a parking area,
arterial or collector roadway, it shall be finished in a material that compliments the
exterior structure finish materials. (Thermoplastic Polyolefin {TPO}, is not an
acceptable material for the exposed area of the roof).
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10-34-10.A.1.g: Mechanical Units: Mechanical equipment and utilities shall be
placed and installed in such a way as to be minimally visible from adjoining
properties, and, shall be screened from public view with either proper landscaping
or enclosures which are consistent with the architectural aesthetics and
characteristics of the main building.
10-34-10.A.1.g.i: Mechanical vents and similar features protruding through
the roof shall be painted so as to match the color of the roof. Exposed metal
flashing or trim shall be anodized or painted to blend with the exterior colors
of the building. Roof mounted mechanical units shall be screened from
public view from any street abutting the property by a screen wall enclosure
consistent in appearance with the architectural treatment of the main
building.
10-34-10.A.1.g.ii: Ground mounted equipment and utilities shall be placed
and installed in such a way to have the least impact on adjoining properties
and shall be screened from public view with either landscaping or a screen
wall. Landscaping shall include a combination of evergreen and deciduous
bushes and trees, with a minimum of five-foot (5') depth continuous around
utility. This five-foot (5') landscaping buffer shall contain plantings, irrigation,
landscaping fabric and ground cover. Mechanical units may be contained
within a screen wall enclosure consistent in its construction with the
architectural aesthetics and characteristics of the main building.
10-34-10.A.1.h: Building Lighting Standards:
10-34-10.A.1.h.i: On buildings: All exterior structure lighting shall be
shielded, screened, or shuttered with ninety degree (90°) cutoff luminaries
and shall be directed so as to prevent direct illumination of adjoining
properties. Building mounted lights shall not be higher than twenty-five feet
(25') from ground level.
10-34-10.A.1.h.ii: The height of a freestanding light fixture (e.g., in a parking
lot area) shall not exceed twenty five feet (25'). Parking area lights shall use
ninety-degree (90°) cutoff luminaries (i.e., "downlighting").
10-34-10.A.1.h.iii: Lighting to highlight or illuminate architecture and signs
shall not have significant spillage of light upward or downward.
10-34-10.A.1.h.iv: Pedestrian circulation routes shall be illuminated.
10-34-10.A.1.h.v: Floodlights shall not be allowed, except when necessary
for security.
10-34-10.A.2: Certain Property Improvements: The following additional standards shall
apply to projects requiring design review:
10-34-10.A.2.a: Fencing/Screening: Fencing of anything other than mechanical
or maintenance related equipment or stored inventory or trash receptacles is
prohibited. Trash receptacles shall be screened with durable materials as found
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on the related building's facade. Exception: Shall be added to screen or secure
outside storage of inventory, screen or secure storage facilities, as defined in
section 10-1-16, and to screen areas of the property that are not landscaped or
are left to gravel.
Fencing shall be ornamental in design and constructed with at least two materials,
or one material with two variations in texture, design or color that complement the
primary wall façade. Fencing shall not be an extension of a wall façade that gives
the appearance of a fortification or extensive plane. Rather, fencing should provide
attractive visual interest, complement the character of the structures and provide
necessary screening (if applicable). Some examples include, but are not limited
to: stacked stone masonry with mortared cap; textured block wall and cap with
color variation; wrought iron with finials; iron fence with a stone base; wrought iron
with wood slats; cable railing with large dimension wood posts; modern metal fence
with a patina; unique pattern or design; etc.
Fencing constructed with materials such as chain link, chain link with slats,
corrugated metal, typical residential wood or vinyl fencing and long expanses of
solid single material fencing with no variation or visual interest are not permitted.
10-34-10.A.2.b: Trash Receptacles: Trash receptacles shall be located in service
areas at side or rear yards and shall not be visible from streets abutting a property.
Trash receptacles shall be screened. Such screening shall incorporate a certain
amount of material and color associated with the main buildings on the property
which are subject to design review.
10-34-10.A.2.c: Landscaping: Landscaping is not required for review at the
Design Review level unless it is used to screen trash enclosures and/or
mechanical units and to mitigate long walls, Multi-Family (MF) structures with tall
blank walls that encase a stairwell, or in locations in relation to Gateways into the
city. Multi-family developments shall meet the following open space requirements:
10-34-10.A.2.c.i: Multi-Family Recreation Space Requirements: At
least five percent (5%) of the total net acreage of all residential buildable
area shall be retained as recreation space. In lieu of the 5% requirement,
3% of the total net residential buildable area may be retained as indoor
recreation area in ‘Corridor’ multi-family developments that qualify (see 1034-10.A.2.c.vi).
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii: All recreation space shall be both legally and physically
available and accessible to all occupants of dwelling units in the
development.
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1: Recreation space shall include area that:
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1.A: Is not covered by, parking lots, or
accessory structures (except commonly held recreational
structures).
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10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1.B: Is not enclaved inside individual,
privately held building lots.
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1.C: Is not part of any proposed or existing
street, common driveway, private driveway or parking pad,
alley, or exclusive easement.
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1.D: Is not proposed to be platted into lots
arranged in such oddly dimensioned, unusable shapes, as to
be considered realistically unusable, as determined by the
Director or his/her designee.
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1.E: Is not in an unsuitable area or in an
inaccessible easement.
10-34-10.A.2.c.ii.1.F: Is not sloped such that it creates a
dangerous or hazardous condition.
10-34-10.A.2.c.iii.2: All recreation space with active recreational
elements shall be sloped per industry standards for those activities
and shall provide accommodation for ADA access.
10-34-10.A.2.c.iv: Recreation Space Calculation:
10-34-10.A.2.c.iv.1: Drainage Basins as Recreation Space:
10-34-10.A.2.c.iv.1.A: Drainage basins or portions thereof
that meet the “Multi-Use” facility standards identified in
Nampa Engineering Drainage and Stormwater Policy and
have a surface suitable for recreational use shall count
towards the total percentage of recreation space. Suitable
surfaces include turf, hardscape, and others as approved by
the Nampa Engineering Division and Planning Department.
Filter sand is generally not considered a suitable surface.
Vegetation (plants, grasses, shrubs, trees) shall be selected
appropriately to withstand the periodic or frequent inundation
with water. Mulch if used shall be a non-floatable material.
10-34-10.A.2.c.iv.1.B: Multi-use facilities that provide other
benefits beyond active recreation and that integrate into the
character of the development and compliment the
surrounding recreation space and corresponding amenities
may also count towards the total percentage of recreation
space. Inclusion of these areas are subject to the review and
approval of the Nampa Engineering Division and Planning
Department. Examples include, but are not limited to:
• Permanent pools for active/passive recreation
• Constructed wetland/wildlife habitat areas
• Other landscape features designed to mimic natural
spaces
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10-34-10.A.2.c.iv.2: Natural Areas as Recreation Space:
Natural areas that have water features, forested areas, wetlands and
other natural landform landscapes may be considered recreation
space. Access must be provided to these features via a paved or
compacted natural trail. Areas that are not accessible must be able
to be enjoyed visually by the residents of the development.
10-34-10.A.2.c.iv.3: Landscape Buffer Credit towards
Recreation Space: 50% of a landscape buffer that has a pathway
meandering through it may be used as recreation space.
10-34-10.A.2.c.iv.4: Community Plazas Credit towards
Recreation Space: The area of a community plaza that is part of the
multi-family development property, open to the elements; including
covered walkways, gazebos, trellis-covered areas, landscaping
planters, fountains, and sitting areas, may count towards recreation
space. Any areas of a community plaza covered by buildings,
accessory buildings, parking and loading facilities for these areas is
not considered recreation space.
10-34-10.A.2.c.v: Distribution of Recreation Space:
Recreation space shall contain a centralized recreational area within the
development and the remainder shall be distributed throughout the
development.
10-34-10.A.2.c.v.1: The portion of a recreation space area that is
established for a specific recreational use shall contain slopes that
are appropriate for that use. In no case will open space areas be
sloped such that it creates a dangerous or hazardous condition.
10-34-10.A.2.c.v.2: All recreation space areas shall be designed to
provide reasonable accommodation for ADA access.
10-34-10.A.2.c.vi: Recreation space may be provided indoors under the
following circumstances: Multi-family residential development in the DV
(Downtown Village) or a BC (Community Business) zoning district within
three-hundred feet (300’) of the Caldwell Blvd., Garrity Blvd., 12th Ave S,
12th Ave. Rd., Idaho Center Blvd., Franklin Blvd., Northside Blvd. and
Karcher Rd. Corridors with buildings exceeding thirty feet (30’) in height may
provide up to 100% of their recreational space inside residential structures
in indoor recreational facilities (gym, recreation room, pool, etc.) for use of
the multi-family development residents. (See chapter 3-2 – Residential
Development - Footnote 10).
10-34-10.A.2.d: Pedestrian Pathways: Pedestrian paths shall be established to
enhance a site's character and connections. Developments of one acre or more
shall provide a pedestrian and bicycle circulation plan for the site.
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10-34-10.A.2.d.i: All on-site circulation systems shall incorporate a
streetscape which includes sidewalks, pedestrian scale light standards and
street trees.
10-34-10.A.2.d.ii: Pedestrian amenities shall include detached sidewalks
that provide connectivity of buildings and parking areas to public spaces
and rights-of-way. Public spaces are required for projects over twenty-five
thousand (25,000) square feet in gross floor space at a ratio of ten (10)
square feet of public space per ten thousand (10,000) square feet of gross
floor space. The public spaces must include landscaping and seating and
must provide connectivity (either immediate or eventual by linkage as
appropriate) to any on-property pedestrian routes.
10-34-10.A.3: Sign Placeholding: The locations of future wall-mounted or free-standing
signs shall be identified on site and elevation drawings provided to the City as part of a
design review application. The materials and colors of any future free-standing sign,
where known, shall be shared with the committee. Sign superstructures shall have their
materials and colors harmonize with the building materials and colors to which they are
associated.
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Summary of Parking Code: Rodney Ashby
The number of parking stalls required can be found in the table in 10-22-6.B of our City Code:

History of Parking Spaces Code Change:
•
•

•

Early 2021 City Council / P&Z Commission Workshops: Council directed staff to propose 3 parking spaces per
unit in a future code amendment.
August 24, 2021 staff proposed a Code Amendment to 2.5 after discussions with other communities and
developers who had concerns about requiring 3 spaces and the strain it would put on development financially.
The Planning & Zoning Commission considered this application and recommended reducing the number to 2.2
parking spaces per dwelling unit.
September 7, 2021, City Council considered the proposed change from staff to 2.5 and the P&Z Commission’s
recommendation to 2.2 and decided to not approve any change to parking for multi-family – leaving the
required spaces at 2 per dwelling unit (plus ADA required spaces).
o City Council found that multi-family units being constructed are typically having less drivers than singlefamily homes and believed the City shouldn’t require more spaces than a single-family home is required
to provide. Council discussed the financial strain increasing the required parking spaces may have on the
free market. They also felt that 2 is a standard requirement used by most communities and that with
ADA space requirement, they are providing more than 2 spaces per unit.

Staff Notes:

If it is the will of Council to require additional spaces, staff recommends making a change to City Code so that all
developers know what is going to be expected of them, rather than requiring additional parking on a case by case basis.
We would need direction from the mayor to bring this consideration back to City Council for your consideration.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Decisions:
 Summary of findings vs. conclusions of law:
 Conclusions of law = code criteria that must be followed in order to be recommended for approval.
 Findings = reasons why the project does or does not comply with conclusions of law.

Examples:

City of Nampa Planning & Zoning Commission
Public Hearing Process Review
NCC 10-2-8: PUBLIC HEARINGS:
➢ Note: The indented bullet points are staff comments, not part of code.
The public hearing process exists to provide an opportunity for citizens to present their
views on an issue that may affect them, define the issue upon which a decision is to be made,
and obtain essential evidence upon which a decision can be made.
A. Evidence: City staff reports shall be entered as a part of the public record. Comments
from agencies appropriately involved in the review of a project that will be reviewed in
a hearing setting may be received and entered into the public record.
B. Ex Parte Communications and Conflicts of Interest: All material contacts received by
public officials outside of the public hearing shall be disclosed prior to the
commencement of the public hearing. ("Material contacts" shall be defined as those
contacts received outside the public hearing process that expectedly will have a
significant effect on the opinion of a public official on a given issue.) If there is a question
of conflict of interest, as defined by Idaho Code 67-6506 for council member or
commissioner (public official), it shall be disclosed prior to the commencement of the
hearing. That official shall not participate in voting or deliberating as an official on any
matter with which they have a conflict, but they may testify as a member of the public in
the same manner and under the same restrictions as any other citizen.
A city council member, planning commissioner or mayor shall avoid all "ex parte"
contact(s) with an applicant or the public once an application for a zoning or other land
use request has been filed with the planning and zoning office. If already engaged in a
conversation and discussion concerning a zoning or land use application ensues, then
that commissioner shall thereafter disclose before the acting governing body, for the
record, and prior to a vote on the pertinent matter being taken/made the name if the
person/people they talked with (contact) a summary of the substance of their
conversation, the relationship or affiliation of the contact with a business or organization
with a stake in a/the matter. (Ord. 3182, 12-9-2002)
➢ When reviewing meeting agendas, keep an eye out for any
items from which you should abstain or disqualify yourself.
You may abstain from considering an agenda item when you
have potentially conflicting loyalties that are not otherwise
addressed by law.
C. Hearing Procedures: The following sequence of events shall be followed/used during
public zoning hearing(s):
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1. Call to Order: The mayor, presiding council person, planning chairperson, or presiding
commissioner (hereinafter a.k.a. "presiding officer") shall explain the meeting's
hearing procedures thereby setting forth the rules under which the public meeting
shall be conducted and shall announce the amount of time to be allotted to speakers.
➢ Your words are being recorded and transcribed, please ensure you are
speaking clearly into the mic at all times.
2. Allotted Speaker Times:
a. Standard Hearing Item Speaking Times: At the commencement of the hearing, the
presiding officer may establish and announce a time limit to be observed by all
speakers. If a specific time limit is not given to the attending audience, then initial
presentation by the applicant or his representative shall be limited to seven (7)
minutes, persons from the audience shall be limited to three (3) minutes each, and
closing applicant's rebuttal or concluding comments shall be limited to five (5)
minutes. Persons representing groups may be given more time than individuals
presenting their own views, if allowed by the meeting's chair. City staff shall be
given sufficient time to present their report(s).
b. Items on Appeal Speaking Times: At the commencement of the hearing, the
presiding officer may establish and announce a time limit to be observed by all
speakers. If a specific time limit is not given to the attending audience, then initial
presentation by the appellant shall be limited to seven (7) minutes, city staff shall
be given time as they require, the appellee/respondent, if any, shall then have
seven (7) minutes, persons from the audience shall be limited to three (3) minutes
each, closing appellant's concluding comments shall be limited to five (5) minutes
and concluding appellee's/respondent's concluding comments shall be limited to
five (5) minutes. Persons representing groups may be given more time than
individuals presenting their own views if allowed by the meeting's chair providing
that if more time is allotted to either the appellant or appellee/respondent, then
the opposing side shall be afforded equal time to rebut.
3. Hearing Protocol:
a. The applicant(s) or appellant(s) and/or their representative(s) may present their
case. During such presentation or immediately following it, the commission may
ask their questions of the applicant(s) or appellant(s) and/or their
representative(s).
b. City planning and zoning staff shall present their findings regarding the matter at
hand.
c. Written correspondence shall be officially recognized and accepted as part of the
hearing record for the matter at hand under review.
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d. The commission shall then receive testimony from those persons supporting the
application. No person shall be permitted to speak at a public hearing until the
presiding officer has recognized such person. Each person testifying shall be
limited to three (3) minutes per person (unless made more or less by the
conducting officer following official announcement of the same at the start of the
hearing).
➢ Each person from the audience that addresses the Commission
must clearly state their name and street address for the public
record before speaking.
e. The commission shall then receive testimony from those persons uncommitted
or neutral regarding the proposal/application.
f. The commission shall then receive testimony from those persons opposing the
application.
➢ Representing a group or HOA: The individual must state whom
they represent (large groups or homeowners’ associations
should appoint a representative to present their views on
behalf of the group and have supporters affirm their
testimony by either raising their hands or standing at the
behest of the representative).
g. The applicant(s) or appellant(s) and/or their representative(s) shall then be
allowed to rebut statements previously made by any person who testified.
h. The presiding officer shall then close the public hearing to further testimony
and allow initiation of deliberations on the matter at hand. They may also ask or
receive any code interpretation or procedural questions of, or from, the city
staff as deemed warranted.
➢ After the Commission closes a hearing, no new comments from
the public or the applicant shall be received. It is preferable to
leave the public hearing open until all concerns have been
addressed with staff should the applicant or public wish to
comment.
➢ Once public hearing is closed, commissioners and staff may
continue discussion amongst themselves.
➢ Presiding officer may facilitate deliberations, summarize
issues, ask for input from the commission as a whole, and ask
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for more information from staff if necessary. During
deliberations, commissioners should address the public
through the chair. Public and staff should address the
commission through the chair. If there is disagreement
amongst the commission, the chair may assist in expressing
their various concerns. When a motion is proposed, ensure
that it is stated clearly and succinctly before a vote is taken. At
times, the chair may have to move the meeting along by asking
for or suggesting a motion (“A motion at this time would be in
order” or “A motion would be in order that we adopt staff’s
recommendation”). Responsibilities of chair include keeping
the conversation focused to the matter at hand.
If, however, the commission reopens the hearing by vote, then they may take
further public testimony. In so doing, they shall provide for rebuttal time by the
public and the applicant(s) or appellant(s) and/or their representative equal
to that expended by any that speak on the record in support of, or opposition
to, the application(s) under consideration.
➢ Addressing concerns with staff before calling the applicant up
for rebuttal allows the applicant the ability to respond to those
comments.
i.

The attending/governing board shall then vote on the item once deliberations
have ceased.

4. Continuance/Recess: If all sides of the issue cannot be heard in the time allotted, the
hearing may be recessed to a later time during the same meeting stated by the
chairperson. Persons not having had an opportunity to be heard may sign a roster in
order to secure their opportunity to speak at the time stated.
5. Compliance Required: Any person not conforming to these procedures may be
prohibited from speaking during a public meeting. Should any person refuse to
comply with such prohibition, they may be removed from the room by order of the
presiding officer. (Ord. 4282, 9-19-2016)
D.

Other Hearing Conduct Rules:
1. Public officials shall not bring up the pros and cons of the subject of the hearing
prior to all testimony and evidence being submitted.
2. A transcribable, record of hearing shall be made and kept in accordance with Idaho
Code 67-6536. In order to assure accuracy of the record, each person shall speak
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before the microphone in an orderly and constructive fashion, giving their full name
and address and stating their views as briefly as possible.
3. The audience, public officials or city staff, shall not interrupt speakers until their time
limit has expired or until they have completed their comments.
4. At the conclusion of a speaker's comments, public officials or planning staff
when recognized, shall be allowed to question the speaker and the speaker
shall be limited to answer to the question asked. The question and answer period
shall not be included in the speaker's time limit. (Ord. 3182, 12-9-2002)
➢ Chair may use this opportunity to remind the public they may appeal.
(END OF CODE)

Voting:
✓ Once all members have had an opportunity to discuss the motion, and the presiding
officer believes that it is time, the motion is then put to a vote. This is usually done by
requesting all those in favor to say “Aye” and all of those opposed to say “Nay” or “No.” If
it cannot be determined from the voice vote whether the motion passed, the presiding
officer can always ask for a “role call” vote where each individual member says “Aye” or
“Nay” in turn. Using the roll call vote is often easier to track and hear for all parties. After
the vote is taken, the presiding officer announces the result of the vote, after which
another motion may be made.
➢ The presiding officer announces the result, indicating the names of the members,
if any, who voted in the minority. Chair should repeat who made the motion
and who seconded the motion.
✓ A member should not be allowed to speak twice on the same topic without first allowing
others to speak if they wish. If a voice vote is taken, the minutes of the meeting must
reflect the results of all votes, but the minutes need not indicate how each member voted,
unless a member of the governing body requests such an indication.

Hearing Review Process:
✓ Applicant will present their proposal and respond to questions from commissioners.
✓ Staff representing project presents their report.
➢ Commissioners may question staff to clarify their understanding of the project.
✓ Commission will take testimony in favor of, neutral about, and in opposition to, the
application.
✓ Staff may present additional information and respond to additional questions from the
commission.
✓ Once the public has testified, the applicant may respond to testimony and staff comments
and summarize their request.
✓ Close the public hearing.
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✓ Commission discussion and motion (no members of the public may speak at this point
without opening up the public hearing again and allowing everyone the opportunity to
speak again).
➢ The commission should openly discuss the issue at hand. It should state why it is
making its decision and why it gives more weight to some factors than others
(i.e. “findings” based on conclusions of law presented by staff.)
➢ Public hearing closes after public testimony, with commission deliberation
thereafter.
✓ Chair may use this opportunity to remind the public of their appeal opportunities if
applicable.

Types of Motions:
✓ Basic: “I move that we recommend approval to City Council the Annexation and
Zoning….as recommended in the staff report and/or with a DA and/or with added
conditions.
✓ Amendment to Motion (retains the basic motion and modifies it in some way):
➢ “I move that the motion be amended by adding the following words…”
➢ “I move that the motion be amended by adding or striking out the following words
________, and adding in their place the following words__________."
✓ Substitute Motion seeks to throw out the basic motion and substitute a new and different
motion for it. If you make a motion to amend and the chair determines it is really a
substitute motion, the presiding officer’s determination stands. The original motion is
still on the table.
✓ Motion to Adjourn
➢ Commission adjourns to its next regularly scheduled meeting.
✓ Motion to Recess
➢ Commission takes a break. Normally, the chair determines the length of the recess.
✓ Motion to Table (If public hearing is closed/staff does not need to readvertise)
➢ The agenda item is placed on hold. The motion will designate a specific time to
return to the discussion: “I move we table this item until March 15, 2021.”
➢ These motions are not debatable and require an immediate vote, with a simple
majority required for passage.
✓ Motion to Continue (public hearing remains open/staff does need to readvertise)
➢ “I move to continue this hearing to a date certain of March 15, 2021.”
✓ Commission Approvals or Denials:
➢ Staff will guide commission on this (generally CUP’s and preliminary plats).
➢ NCC 10-25-7: The action by the commission upon the application for a CUP shall
be by the majority of the members of the commission present at the meeting
where the application is considered. If a CUP is denied, the minutes of the
commission shall clearly state the reasons for denial. In order to grant a CUP,
the findings of the commission shall be that the establishment, maintenance
and operation of such use or structure shall expectedly satisfy the
conclusions of law affiliated with CUPs as listed in section 10-25-4 of this
chapter.
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➢ For a denial: Apply the appropriate conclusions of law to the decision in addition
to the findings.
➢ Commission should refrain using the word “recommend” when it is their
responsibility to approve or deny the application.
✓ Commission Recommendation to City Council Approval or Denials:
➢ Staff will guide commission on this (generally everything except CUP’s and
preliminary plats).
➢ NCC 10-25-7: …(When a rezone [or annexation and initial zoning designation]
application is combined with a conditional use permit application, the
commission shall make recommendations on both applications, rather than
recommending on the rezone/initial zoning designation and making a
[conclusive] decision on the conditional use permit.) Again, commission will be
guided by staff on the appropriate motion to be made during their presentation.

Decisions:
✓ Summary of findings vs. conclusions of law:
➢ Conclusions of law = code criteria that must be followed in order to be
recommended for approval.
➢ Findings = reasons why the project does or does not comply with conclusions of
law.
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CUP APPROVAL CRITERIA - NCC § 10-25-4
A. A CUP may be granted only if the proposal conforms to all the following general use permit
criteria, provisions of the zoning ordinance unless lawfully waived or modified by authorization of
the commission, and the Nampa comprehensive plan. The general use permit criteria are as
follows: (Ord. 4159, 1-20-2015)
1. The location, size, and design and operating characteristics of the proposed development
will be compatible with and will not adversely affect the livability or appropriate development of
abutting properties and the surrounding neighborhood, with consideration to be given to harmony
in scale, bulk, coverage and density, to the availability of public facilities and utilities; to the harmful
effect, if any, upon desirable neighborhood character; to the generation of traffic and the capacity
of surrounding streets; and to any other relevant impact of the development.
2. The location, design and site planning of the proposed development will provide a
convenient and functional living, working, shopping, or civic environment, and will be as attractive
as the nature of the use and its location and setting warrants.
3. The proposed development will enhance the successful operation of the surrounding area
in its basic community functions, or will provide an essential service to the community or region.
(Ord. 2140; amd. Ord. 3113; Ord. 4159, 1-20-2015)

Zoning/Rezones Conclusions of Law - NCC § 10-2-3 (c)
C. Conclusions of Laws Pertinent to Proposed Zoning Map Amendments: Before the
commission recommends an amendment to the city's official zoning map and before the council
approves any proposed zoning map amendment(s), the commission and the council must
individually find and conclude:
1. The proposed map amendment(s) is, are or would be in harmony with the city's currently
adopted comprehensive plan and comprehensive plan land use map; and
2. The proposed map amendment(s) is, are or would provide for a proposed use or set of
uses that would be at least reasonably compatible with existing, adjoining property uses; and
3. The proposed map amendment(s) is, are or would make a change on the land use map
of the city which would establish an area of zoning the same as or compatible with immediately
adjoining districts; and
4. The proposed map amendment(s) is not, are not or would not create a "spot" zone (having
a section of one kind of zoning surrounded by another) having no supportive basis per the adopted
comprehensive land use map so as to only serve(s) to benefit the applicant(s); and
5. The proposed amendment(s) is, are or would be in the interest of the public and
reasonably necessary.
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Annexation Conclusions of Law
Idaho State Code Title 50-222(3) and Nampa City Code Title 10 Chapter 2(4.C.1) outline the
Conclusions of Law required for approval of Annexation as a category A annexation, specifically:
•
•
•
•

Be contiguous with the city limits or be enclaved by other properties so annexed.
The area can reasonably be assumed to be available for the orderly development
of the city.
The proposed zoning district is consistent with the adopted Comprehensive Plan
Future Land Use Map.
Either:
a) All involved private landowners raise no objection to annexation; and/or
b) They entail or are composed of enclaved property, regardless of surface area,
which are surrounded on all sides by a land within Nampa city limits; and/or
c) They entail property that is bounded on all sides by lands within Nampa and by
lands for which owner approval must be given pursuant to subsection D2d of
NCC 10-2-4; and/or
d) They entail property that is/are bounded on all sides by lands either within the
city and by the boundary of the Nampa city impact area.

Development Agreements NCC § 10-2-5 – Conditions of Approval
In accordance with allowances made by state law, a property owner or developer may request,
or the city may require, that an application for rezone or zoning map amendment be processed in
conjunction with the execution of a development agreement. Through such agreements, a
property owner or developer may agree to make written conditional commitments concerning the
use or development of a subject parcel in exchange for the change of zoning requested. The
purpose of such agreements shall be to allow development that provides benefits for both the
property owner or developer and the city by providing a balance between the owner's or
developer's desire for certainty in the development process and the city's desire for control of the
impacts of the project. (Ord. 4189, 7-20-2015)
Conditional commitments made under such agreements are in addition to the regulations
provided for in the zoning district by ordinance, and are established to ensure compatibility of the
resulting land use with the surrounding area. Unless multiple land use zones are used/applied
within a project in accordance with that which is allowed by the table at section 10-3-2 of this title,
the use of a PUD permit process shall be the only means whereby the city of Nampa will/shall
entertain allowing uses in a zone not normally allowed therein; development agreement conditions
not excepting. The following rules shall govern development agreements: (Ord. 4050, 2-19-2013)
A. Creation and Form: At a minimum, development agreements shall include the following: 1)
a legal description of the subject property, 2) a description of the uses permitted on the land, 3)
provisions for any reservation or dedication of land, 4) the duration of the agreement, 5) the
commitments or other terms of the agreement. Furthermore, agreements may include, if provided
by an applicant and/or requested by the planning and zoning commission and/or city council, 1)
a conceptual site plan showing proposed arrangement of any structure(s), business or industrial
or multi-family park/complex freestanding signage, landscaping and parking area design(s),
and/or 2) a set of building(s) elevations showing exterior building treatments and design(s).
B. Commitments and Safeguards: The written commitments or conditions exacted shall not be
vague and shall have a reasonable relation to the zoning change approved. In addition, the
following safeguards shall be applied:
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1. A development agreement shall only be allowed in connection with annexations or
rezones applied for within bona fide transitional areas, i.e., where two (2) or more competing and
incompatible uses have valid claims.
2. If a substantial amount of land surrounding a property zoned in connection with a
development agreement is rezoned to the same zoning as originally requested for the subject
property, said development agreement and the commitments contained therein may be lifted by
the city upon request of the owner or developer after complying with the notice and hearing
provisions of section 10-2-3 of this chapter.
3. A development agreement shall not prevent the city in subsequent actions applicable to
the property, from applying new rules, regulations or policies that do not conflict with commitments
applicable to the property as set forth within any duly executed agreement.
4. If a conditional commitment involves ongoing performance and the owner or developer
fails to comply with the commitment after completion of construction, said failure may be dealt
with by the city according to the violations and penalties provisions of section 10-2-6 of this
chapter.
5. When a commitment is required to be satisfied prior to completion of construction, and it
is not so satisfied, construction shall be halted until compliance is established.

Compatibility Discussion (2/9/21 Workshop)
Nampa City Council and Planning & Zoning Commission met on 2/9/2021 to discuss the challenge
of creating compatibility as the city develops and grows. Council and Commission acknowledged
that new development should achieve as much compatibility as is reasonable. Compatibility is a
range, rather than an absolute. They also acknowledged that compatibility can be achieved
through many different means, including:
1. Land Use Zoning Compatibility – zones allowed in the same Comprehensive Plan designation
are more likely to be compatible.
e.g. – Comprehensive Plan Designation: Medium Density Residential, allows
multiple zones which would likely be compatible with each other: RS8.5, RS7, RS6,
RS4, RD.
e.g. – Placing heavy industrial directly next to a single-family residential without
transitional zoning in between, creates less compatibility.
• Notes from discussion:
o Achieving Land Use Zoning Compatibility with County zoning can be very
challenging because County and City development purposes can be
significantly different. County residential zones are primarily low to very low
density, allowing individual water and septic systems for homes on large lots.
City development allows greater density which requires access to city utilities
and roadways.
o City Council and P&Z Commission directed staff to work closely with Canyon
County to create better compatibility in the City/County Comprehensive Plans
and zones. Existing low density zoning near the City boundaries will likely
continue to raise compatibility challenges.
2. Density – similar to above, the density of residential development should be as close as
is reasonable to neighboring developments.
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3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
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e.g. – construction of a 40-unit apartment surrounded by existing single-family
homes is less compatibility than duplexes, or triplexes on single lots surrounded
by existing single-family homes.
Height, Scale and Mass Compatibility – greater compatibility is achieved when new
construction building mass and height does not overwhelm or dramatically exceed
developments in the area.
Setback Compatibility – closely related to Mass Compatibility, can improve compatibility
through the use of space between buildings/developments.
Architectural Compatibility – greater compatibility is achieved for new construction when
it incorporates or matches architectural elements found in the surrounding area.
Articulation Compatibility – greater compatibility is achieved when new construction roof
lines are consistent with the surrounding buildings.
a. e.g. a new building placed in a neighborhood with pitched roofed homes and
gables could incorporate pitched roofs and gables into their designs.
Wall Plane Compatibility – changes in wall plane setbacks and obtrusions create greater
interest and less compatibility concerns.
Façade Material Compatibility – by matching façade materials in the area and
incorporating changes in façade materials along wall planes, creates greater compatibility.
Landscaping Compatibility – landscaping buffers, or continuous landscaping designs
between properties, may improve compatibility.

At the time of Publication This Item Had no Supporting Documentation

